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Shingles Shinglas Country
ROOFING AND FACADE MATERIALS with a Large selection of rooﬁng siding and gutters at aﬀordable
prices. A wide network of shops across New York and MO. Multi-line phone Shinglas Country - a new
collection of a series of laminated shingles Shinglas. A wider colour gamut such soft roof can embody
a variety of architectural ideas. The new collection has all the qualities of reliability and durability of
double layer of shingles and give the roof a beautiful three-dimensional texture. The warranty on a
series of Country 35 years. Laminated shingles Shinglas Country Reliable and durable, double-layered
shingles with a large number of color shades and voluminous texture. The guarantee on the collection
of Country music for 35 years . Download Color Arizona Atlanta Michigan Ohio Ontario Texas Utah
Alabama Packing 26 m2 TechnoNICOL Shinglas series double layer Country tile shaped cuts
accentuate the spaciousness of the roof. The palette of the collection includes the classic well-proven
color due to the combination of several shades of spreading transmission of natural colors. The
structure under the roof Shinglas Country will be perfectly ﬁt into the natural landscape. The product
has high strength and wind-resistance. Alabama COUNTRY Alabama is repeats the color and texture
of the granite foothills of the Appalachian mountains. Your home is a magniﬁcent rock in the sky. AZ
Arizona new color in the collection Country low-key noble emphasizes the Majesty of Your home.
Warm hues combined with krasnodartsami shimmering colors of Arizona will give a unique feeling of
calm and tranquility. Atlanta The creamy color Atlanta combines ocher of the earth and purple tones
of the sunset sky like a slow nice stringy sound of jazz compositions. It is chosen to be independent
and self-conﬁdent nature. Michigan Michigan brings back memories of the harsh winter the megaliths
of Stonehenge. This roof is like the color of igneous rock gabbro. Ohio Oh - the color of the horse
chestnut for lovers of ethnic luxury. Ontario Country Ontario. Arnik rare ﬂower growing on the
mountain slopes. Not notice it it is diﬃcult this ﬂower is big, bright catchy. However, as is often the
case it is very fragile and extremely sensitive to any inﬂuence. Arnik noble color goes well with green
foliage. Texas Wild West wild nature - calm shell can hide a hot temper. Color collection Texas
COUNTRY music for people who do not ﬂaunt their status. Utah Utah is semi-arid and desert. But
neverojatno contrast the sandy land of the sky United in a new color laminated shingles SHINGLAS
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